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INTRODUCTION
After taking a degree in cultural studies and painting at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna in 2008,
Ferrari worked for two years as an assistant curator for design at the MAK - Museum of Applied Arts
Vienna and almost abandoned her own artistic practice until she spent one night binge watching
reptilian shape-shifting news reporters on YouTube. Those weird underground videos touched
her more than most white cube art things and inspired her to come up with her own conspiracy
theories. Since then she has been working her video series

DECODING THE WHOLE TRUTH.

Inspired by the knowledge production of online subcultures these experimental docu-fictions
claim to reveal hidden messages. Ferrari made about a dozen short films about music videos,
advertisements and news intros on the threshold of paranoid political imagination and esoteric
utopian desires. Ferrari’s DECODING videos have been shown internationally in museums, artcentres and on television. They are also published on her YouTube channel. Please subscribe.

Ferrari's artistic research deals with speculative narratives in the spectrum of paranoid political
imagination and esoteric utopias. She referred to this phenomenon as
- a kind of DIY spirituality emerging from our screen culture.

TRASH MYSTICISM

Since 2018 her interest has shifted towards pseudo-sacred commercial architecture. These are
buildings such as cinemas, banks, hotels or even shopping centers that imitate sacred building
elements. Ferrari has discovered the topic during her research trips through Southeast Asia
where she has noticed the subversion of neat divisions between secular and sacred in the
traditional Balinese domestic architecture as well as religious sites. Her artistic research about
pseudo-sacred architecture runs under the project name

ARCHIFICTIONS OF ECSTASY

Unsurprisingly pseudo-sacred and fantastic architecture is a global phenomenon that is
particularly pronounced in the United States. With the support of the Benno Barth Award and
the BMKÖS Ferrari left for the USA at the end of 2019. To be in New York City in March 2020
to study architecture has turned out to be a quite special time. When the metropolis emptied
itself during the lockdown at the beginning of the Covid-19 outbreak, Ferrari noticed a special
architectural phenomenon on the roofs of the skyscrapers in Manhattan: additions for the
infrastructure such as elevator shafts and water tanks or multi-storey penthouse units that
actually look like places of worship rise from many New York skyscrapers. The documentation
of these structures ROOFTOP TEMPLES OF NEW YORK CITY (ed. Karin Ferrari) was published
this year by Verlag für moderne Kunst.

Ferrari works in many

MEDIA. She is a media artist and sometimes even refers to herself as

one. Not a particularly good psychic medium, but anyway. Here what she’s got: drawings, laser-cut
woodcut, digital hand-drawn animation, collage, performance / lecture, installation, sculpture, artist
books and various kinds of merchandise. This year a particular work of hers got very in demand, a
kind of deviant dreamcatcher made with stuff from the dark anthropocean (electrotrash, feathers
from Amazon and such). Her last dreamcatcher went from the shopping mall in Innsbruck straight
to the museum of contemporary art in Bozen/Bolzano.
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TRASH MYSTICISM
Videoinstallation DECODING The iPhone Xs. A Techno-Magical Portal
in the exhibition: Karin Ferrari. Trash Mysticism, Ferdinandeum, Innsbruck, 2019
The exhibition architecture of the special exhibition Karin Ferrari. TRASH MYSTICISM shows
influences of the artist’s research trips to Southeast Asia. Karin Ferrari noticed the use of sacred
building elements in leisure architecture and hotel complexes and identified them in the spectrum
of a phenomenon that she describes as trash mysticism. The installation is based on the model of
a so-called Candi Bentar, a split gate. Doors of this type represent the transition from the profane to
the sacred space and can be found in temple architecture in Java and Bali. In the special exhibition,
the Candi Bentar serves as the entrance gate to Ferrari’s video installation, where Ferrari’s film
DECODING The iPhone Xs. A Techno-Magical Portal is projected onto an oversized sculpture of an
iPhone. The film is a reassemblage of the iPhone Xs advertising clip that reveals the smartphone
as a portal to otherworldly dimensions. The installation was made for the exhibition Karin Ferrari.
Trash Mysticism at the Tyrolean State Museum Ferdinandeum whose cooperation partner is the
Raiffeisen Landesbank.

Trash Mysticism
artist book, 112 pages, 2019
With a text by Gary Lachman, and introductions by Rosanna Dematté, Wolfgang Meighörner,
Johannes Ortner
An extensive essay by Gary Lachman, author of “Dark Star Rising: Magick and Power in the Age of
Trump” (2018), embeds Ferrari’s work in a startling analysis of what he calls “rejected knowledge”
and phenomena such as meme magic, fake news and the post-factual age. The picture part of the
publication Karin Ferrari. Trash Mysticism is a grimoir of the artist. Both Gary Lachman and Karin
Ferrari manage to get a close look at important but elusive phenomena of the present, which are
influenced by the different facets of occultism, virtual simulation and image manipulation.

Seiten aus dem
Katalog “Karin
Ferrari. Trash
Mysticism”,
2019

Fassade
Ausstellungsankündingung
Landesmuseum
Ferdinandeum, Innsbruck
2019

DECODING The iPhone Xs .
A Techno-Magical Portal
Experimental docu-fiction, English, German Subtitles, 12 min, 2019

The new iPhone… It’s not what you think it is… Karin Ferrari looked into the secret symbolism of
the advertising campaign of the iPhone Xs. Her new short mystery documentary shows: It’s alive.
And it is not entirely of terrestrial origin. These startling revelations are just the beginning of the
strangest details to emerge from Ferrari’s alternative reading of iconic images and the curious
insights they offer into our collective technological imagination.
Gnosis TV

The iPhone Xs as more than simply a modern
mobile phone; as a code that Karin Ferrari sets
out to interpret. In a superb re-assemblage of
the ad made by Apple, the film develops an
impressive density of semiotic linkages, while
at the same time, repeatedly succumbs to the
paranoid sign mania.
Diagonale catalogue, ab/mk

Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SzUZy3lrcc

Karin Ferrari’s research not only debunks and reconnects the claims of designers and engineers
behind the latest Apple smart device to the unconscious and undocumented. Also, it allows us to
establish a connection to an undercurrent in which slick tech gadgets create entirely otherworldly
connections.

“What can we do with this thing?” becomes
“What is this thing doing with us?”
What we increasingly rely on

to survive may, in fact, depend on us to manifest its vitality. DECODING The iPhone Xs. A TechnoMagical Portal is not critique that disenchants hyperbolic Apple-ad-speak. The video also questions
a superficial belief in ourselves, as technologically advanced and intellectually reflected users,
as truly in the know about the basic truth of origin of an organic light emitting diode multi-touch
microwave spectrum gigaflop telecomputing slab in our hands. The contradiction between knowing
and rejecting something is precisely a point of connection: by way of the cinematic, ecstatic truth,
Ferrari’s video does not render the faux as fact, but instead tunes into our desires — that we might,
for once, be allowed to believe what we truly feel. In contrast to many info-blobs weighing down the
world wide web, this video has not been made by an anonymous algorithmic entity or a think-tank
sub-contractor. The artist Karin Ferrari is a medium of a persisting extra-modern curiosity: Do I
believe this could be true? And more importantly: Does she? Her work uncovers the insidious relation
between knowledge and belief. Is belief guided by analytical assessment preceding acceptance
of other ways of knowing, so that I can imagine-to-know, therefore believe, her story to be true?
Does the artist believe it to be true because she doesn’t know any better, or because she knows
something that I do not? Would I believe someone who knows something that I do not know? What
is she reading? What is she smoking? Or perhaps I do not care about the truth, but actually long
for the same capacity that allows me to ecstatically connect to a truth beyond a binary of true and
false, a kind of knowing that feels like a prolonged moment of truth, like a long now between the
breathing in of knowledge and breathing out of judgment? To hold on to a truth of the in-between,
in perpetual ambiguity, so that we can make the ultimate choice of whether or not I really need this
damned new phone?
Bernhard Garnicnig, editor continent.

video still DECODING
The iPhone Xs. A
Techno-Magical
Portal, 2019

Video still, DECODING The iPhone Xs. A Techno-Magical Portal, 2019

Video installation Karin Ferrari. Aliens, Sex + Paranoia, Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn und Taxis, Bregenz, 2019
(c) ORF

Foto: Christa Pertl

The Ultimate Guide to
TM (Trash Mysticism)

Lecture-Performace Ferdinandeum, Tiroler Landesmuseum, Innsbruck 2019
Trash Mysticism is a term Karin Ferrari came up with in order to describe her artistic research field:
a kind of DIY spirituality emerging from our screen culture. A sort of trashy occultism with a special
liking for paranoia and conspiracy theories in the tradition of western esotericism. The Ultimate
Guide to TM (Trash Mysticism) was a performance lecture and 360° light projection with overhead
projectors about Meme Magic and Chaos Magic, New Age and Altright, Renaissance Magic and
YouTube Channellings within the exhibition architecture Trash Mysticism in the Ferndandeum.

Detail
ARCHIFICTION OF
EKSTASIS (Las Vegas)
60 x 80 cm, 2020,
Auflage 5 + 1
Direktdruck auf
Alu-Dibond,
Butlerfinish (Metaloptik)
Artbox schwarz

Archi-Fictions of

Ecstasy

All over the world, we find elements of sacral architecture and mythological
themes in casinos, leisure facilities, banks, and hotels. While this can be
quickly dismissed, a closer examination leads to questions about our built
environment and cultures of consciousness. What kind of otherworldly
desires and utopian fantasies are manifested here, and why?

Archi_Fictions of Ecstasy is an essayistic theory-fiction art project and
artistic research on pseudo-sacred commercial architecture in urban
space, i.e. leisure and entertainment architectures that imitate and
reference mythological, religious, spiritual and fantastic motifs. It is to
be implemented as a multi-part book series and experimental film over
the next few years.

“An awe inspiring exploration of pseudo-sacral architecture and urban
design which skillfully unveils an unlikely intersection of geometry, politics,
shell corporations, numerical philosophy, data banks, new physics, trash
mysticism, star cult, astronomy, and world history.”
Guido Bored, alchemist/architect

Atlantis Aquapark Adventures, Jakarta
digital print, various dimensions, 2019

I first noticed the phenomenon of pseudo-sacred architecture in
2018 when I was on a research trip in Bali. Like many other western
tourists, it sometimes seemed impossible to differentiate between
sacred and profane buildings in traditional Balinese domestic
architecture. There were TV sets and sofas in temples that were
used as living rooms, in the shopping center Coca Cola cans and
Mentos Mints were mixed as offerings among incense sticks and
votive figures, and in a street niche, surrounded by cables from the
electrical distribution box, holy street shrines. Back at the hotel I
figured that the neat divisions between sacred and profane, as the
western world thinks (including me) them, may not even exist in
Bali. While swimming in the hotel pool, I became obsessed with
the idea of imagining what a world would be like where mind and
matter are not two irreconcilable categories of reality. Floating in
the water, I tried to perceive my surroundings - the pool bar, the
hotel facade, the street noise from a distance - without judgment.
This ontological rupture between sacred and profane may only float
around as an idea in the back of my mind, but for as long as I can
remember it has resolutely banished the sublime, whatever that
may be, into a separate dimension. I don’t want to presume that
this exercise brought me to the non-dual shores of enlightenment,
but the wellness landscape around me revealed itself to me in a
new light. The temple allusions in the hotel architecture, which I
had disdainfully overlooked before, yearned to be recognised and
taken literally.
After this experience in Bali, I traveled on a moped through Southeast
Asia and documented hotel complexes that cite sacred building
elements. The work RENAISSANCE (Kuala Lumpur) is based on
a photo I took of the hotel entrance of the Hotel Renaissance in
Kuala Lumpur. The motif in ARCHIFICTION OF EKSTASIS (Las
Vegas) is a photographed and digitally revised illustration from the
book Learning from Las Vegas. One can still see the curvature of
the side in the collar. Learning from Las Vegas (1972) is a classic
by Robert Venturi who prepared postmodernism and renewed
the understanding of the symbolic in architecture. Unsurprisingly,
pseudo-sacred and fantastic architecture is a global phenomenon
that is particularly pronounced in the United States. In the following
year I expanded my artistic research to the USA where I made the
arsist book Rooftop Temples of New York City (ed. Karin Ferrari),
published this year by Verlag für moderne Kunst.

Exhibition view
Rooftop Temples of New York City,
Galerie Jünger, Wien, 2020/21
Inspired by Tsuyoshi Tane’s exhibition
display Archeology of the Future at SAM
Basel and Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne
Atlas, this wall-filling installation explores
the imaginary space of pseudo-sacral
commercial architecture with an associative
cluster of reference images, drawings,
diagrams, sketches and found objects.

1

1
ARCHIFICTION OF EKSTASIS (Las Vegas)
1000 Euro
2/5, 60 x 80 cm, 2020, edition 5 + 1
Direct print on alu dibond (metal finish)
black artbox

2
RENAISSANCE (Kuala Lumpur)
1000 Euro
3/5, 60 x 80 cm, 2020, edition 5 + 1
Direct print on alu dibond (metal finish)
black artbox

2

Exhibition view details
Rooftop Temples of
New York City,
Galerie Jünger
Vienna, 2020/21

Rooftop Temples of
New York City
(Greenwich Village)
direct print on acryl
glass, fineart,
black artbox
70 x 70 cm, 2020
edition 5 + 1
1000 Euro

Exhibition view
Rooftop Temples
of New York City
Galerie Jünger,
Vienna, 2020/21
Drawings with Ink
on smoth acid free
bristol paper
50 x 60 cm
2020
1000 Euro

I came to New York City to research pseudosacral commercial architecture in the United
States for six months. These often anonymous
and ignored structures can be found all
over the world. Yet they are particularly
ubiquitous in the United States, where many
casinos, banks, hotels, shopping centers,
wellness
and
entertainment
facilities
imitate and reference mythical and sacral
building elements.
Spring 2020 turned out to be a rather special
time for this research trip. The beauty of
spring in New York City was both fascinating
and terrifying. When the metropolis emptied
during the Covid-19 lockdown, it felt like
I could really see the city for the first
time. This is when I noticed a very special
architectural
phenomenon
in
Manhattan.
Infrastructures, such as elevator shafts
and water tanks, or multi-level penthouse
units, which actually look a lot like places
of worship, tower up on many New York City
skyscrapers. I like to call them the Rooftop
Temples of New York City.
Karin Ferrari
Lower East Side, New York City
30 March 2020

page spread
Rooftop Temples of New York City
ed. Karin Ferrari, VfmK, 2021

Roof
top
Temples

of New York City

Gothic novel, monochrome photo essay, 300 pages, 2020,
ed. Karin Ferrari, Verlag für moderne Kunst

This book was made possible thanks to the support of the Benno Barth Award; Federal Ministry
Republic of Austria for Arts, Culture, the Civil Service and Sport; Südtiroler Landesregierung / Abt.
deutsche Kultur; Südtiroler Künstlerbund.

Karin Ferrari’s morphology of capitalist architecture unveils New York
City’s rooftops as hidden links between the urban and the celestial.
Defying what existing architectural theory tells us, this dazzling
visual analysis of New York City reintroduces the world’s most
famous skyscrapers as platforms for otherworldly activity between
the sacred and the profane, the vernacular and the commercial.
Anonymous Escatologist

Temple To Go
Sculptures and installation from plastic bowls from Indonesia
in the exhibition: Beauty Case. Die Schönheit der Schöpfung bewahren. Hofbug Brixen, 2019

Creating My Own Hallucination by Michael Rainer
Flotsam of the Anthropocene. Washed up on the shores of the present. A substance that already
bears art in its name (note: in German plastic is Kunststoff). Guide material of our global civilisation.
There are no limits to its manufacture, trade and use. In the intellectual discourse, the plastic is
punished with contempt and yet it has settled in the every single corner of our lives. You’re my
plastic fantastic lover. In the 20th century, the stuff that dreams are made of is plastic. Jefferson
Airplane recognised this as early as 1967, when the plasticised revolution was just beginning.
For the past 25 years we have shrunk the world into plastic and preserved it for eternity. Their
beauty shines under the clear film of the supermarkets and is made to glow by the advanced,
organic display technologies. Artificial leather, artificial flowers, artificial stone, synthetic resin. No
natural material, no handcrafted surface is safe from the stupendous quality of the imitation by
the plastics. We are all entitled to light, shine, color and we pay homage every day to the “monkey”
among the materials, whose universal imitation achievement Gottfried Semper predicted a bright
future in the middle of the 19th century.

Exhibition view
Beauty Case
Hofburg Brixen
photo: Jürgen Eheim
im Auftrag des
Südtiroler Künstlerbundes

Karin Ferrari had a whole container full of plastic bowls, plates and mugs shipped from Indonesia to
Central Europe. The result is plastic objects, assembled from the semi-transparent wonder material
of industrial mass production. Squeaky colorful and almost indestructible, they attract public
attention in their museum showcases. Set up between two golden goblets from the late Middle
Ages, the plastic objects find themselves right here. They testify to the bond between humans and
the plastics industry. Karin Ferrari’s plastic objects represent the apotheosis of a material whose
egalitarian power can be counted among the great, unwritten cultural achievements of mankind.
The two medieval goblets connect the plastic objects by Karin Ferrari with the central act of the
Christian sacrificial meal. In the liturgical meal, creator and creation merge in the change. “Do this
in memory of me.” The invitation now seems to be in the right place nowhere than in the rooms of
a museum. In its functions as a cultural archive and a cultural mediator, the museum acts as a
memory of creation. His showcases organize memory and assign cultural added value to things.
The liturgical memory of the Creator has become the cultural memory of creation. Karin Ferrari’s
plastic objects are memory machines. Its material, its form and the place where it is stored triggers
culturally specific memories that carry us further and further into an almost infinite cosmos of
cultural relationships, where everything seems connected with everything. The existence of the
plastic objects holds the promise to teleport the thoughts into a mystical space that is located
between all worlds in the truest sense of the word. Karin Ferrari’s plastics are stranded with us as
cosmic flotsam from a strange world.

Exhibition view
Beauty Case
Hofburg Brixen
photo: Jürgen Eheim
im Auftrag des
Südtiroler
Künstlerbundes

In conversation, Karin Ferrari speculates about the synthetic materials as the smallest modules
of gigantic fractal structures, in which one can probably see nothing other than a cosmic temple
shrine. The art materials are memory fragments of a larger idea that remains as intangible as the
touristic parallel experience of Hindu or Buddhist spirituality in Southeast Asia. Ferrari doubts itself:
“I may have created my own hallucinaction.” The only thing that gives security are the objects. Visible,
tangible and interpretable. Addressing their materiality as art, they remain strangely intangible in
their museum showcases, where they invite us on a trip to a completely different place and a
completely different time. All certainties are gone there and we have to form a picture for ourselves
of a world in which Tibetan occultists, Indonesian tourists and European liturgists clash. Welcome
to the age of trash mysticism. You never know what to expect. Except one thing. It’s engine room is the
echo chamber of our collective memory made out of plastic.

TechnoAnimae
TECHNO, Museion for Modern and Contemporary Art - Bozen/Bolzano
3 m x 7 m, 2021
One day, during my research trip trough South East Asia, I found myself in a black market surrounded
by all kind of goods transgressing the realms of superstition, religion, consumer capitalism and
technology. Nikes, multipacks of dreamcatchers, radios, I Ching disco ball key chains, pocket
calculators, feather tiaras, little buddha statues, bags of flowers and the smell of grilled meat, dust
and exhaust fumes in the sun. That’s where the idea was born to create a hybrid object, a hyperobject,
transgressing all kinds of cultural categories and practices. TechnoAnimae is a totem for a new world
where the conceptual, artificial division modernity has drawn between nature and culture is obsolete
and we realize, we’ve never been apart.

Karin Ferrari amalgamates paranoia and political imagination, esotericism, and fake news in her
video works and installations, while also investigating subliminal messages in advertising and pop
culture. Her series Fake Dreams Catcher, which includes this work, consists of highly contemporary
materials: rare soils, e-waste from the Dark Anthropocene—to quote the artist—magnetic tape, and
sportswear. The artist describes the series as an exploration of protective devices, a firewall for the
realm of hopes and desires that dreams are supposed to keep at bay.
museion Bolzano/Bozen

Foto: WEST. Fotostudio

Animadidas
Painted and polished branches from the forest, Nike Sport mesh tank tops, electronic trash, rare
earth metals, springs and cables, cable ties, VHS tapes with recordings from MTV, 1998, a feather
from Amazon, a hand painted psychedelic logo pattern, faux fur
5mx9m
2021
The hanging sculpture Animadidas in the atrium of the SILLPARKS shopping center in Innsbruck
is part of Karin Ferrari’s art in public space project The New Holy. In her practice, the artist
deals with new DIY forms of spirituality and superstition. Ferrari’s sculptures are a plea for the
interconnectedness of culture and nature, technology and religion. The technoid and consumeroriented present enters into a liaison with phantasms and metaphysical longings that move beyond
the prevailing worldview. Visual and performative mashups are created in which material set pieces
from animism, consumer materialism and technology can be found.
The New Holy by Karin Ferrari is art in public space project (KÖR) of the state of Tyrol in collaboration
with the Tyrolean Künstler:innenschaft with the support of SILLPARK.

Photo: Ronja Svaneborg

Fake Dreams
Catcher

Vulcanized fall branches painted with black acrylic varnish, rare earth metals and e-waste
from the Dark Anthropocene, VHS magnetic tape with recordings from MTV, 1998,
neon yellow rope, Nike Wild Run mesh running tank, iridescent rainbow foil,
ostrich feathers, plastic foils hand-painted with acrylic paint
200 x 300 cm, in the exhibition: Karin Ferrari. Aliens, Sex + Paranoia
Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn und Taxis, Bregenz, 2019
Dreamcatchers are protection devices for the astral realm. The Fake Dreams Catcher is firewall for
dreams, hopes and desires that are trying to trick you. Fake Dreams are dreams that are bad for
you. Fake dreams aren’t nightmares, that torment you at night. Fake Dreams haunt you during the
day! They appear to be inspirational or motivational of some kind and promise a wonderful life but
the truth is they are little more than a beautiful lie. They might seem to be a great thing but believe
me: they’re not. Bad dreams are a sort of psycho- emotional malware programmed into 3D human
collective (sub)conscious by the forces in power in order to maintain status quo.

Fake Dreams Catcher
in UV light
Karin Ferrari.
Aliens, Sex + Paranoia
Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn
und Taxis, Bregenz, 2019

The Vorarlberg Museum acquired the Fake Dream Catcher for its collection.

The sculpture

is currently presented in the museum’s permanent show “Security” in a room about magic,
religion and superstition. Curated by Lisa Noggler

Exhibition view Fake Dreams Catcher
Auf eigene Gefahr! im Vorarlberg Museum 2021- 2023
Collection Vorarlberg Museum

Foto: WEST. Fotostudio

The New Holy F +c k
Branches from the forest, VHS magnetic tapes with video recordings from the music channel MTV
from the 1990s, feathers from Amazon, plastic bowls from Indonesia, electronic waste, fur faux,
cables and cable ties, ropes, Marterle with Animadidas logo; a white plastic garden chair that quotes
an organic art nouveau ornament.
The installation in the forest is part of Karin Ferrari’s “The New Holy” project. The artist deals in
her practise with pop culture, folk and other DIY forms of spirituality and superstition. Ferrari’s
installation sees itself as part of the all-encompassing intertwining of nature, technoculture and
mythology. A visual mash-up in which set pieces from animism, consumer materialism and
technology come together. The technoid and consumer-oriented present enters into a liaison with
phantasms and metaphysical longings that move apart from the prevailing worldview.

Karin Ferrari
CHIRO DIGITALIS
woodcut
on handmade paper,
80 x 110 cm
2019, 5 + 3 AP

The 37. Österreichischer Grafikwettbewerb awarded Ferrari’s woodcut print CHIRO DIGITALIS with
the Preis des Landes Niederösterreich.
The Jury constisted of Sophie Goltz, Direktorin Sommerakademie für Bildende Kunst Salzburg,
Salzburg, Martina Oberprantacher, Direktorin Kunst Meran im Haus der Sparkasse, Meran and Nina
Tabassomi, Direktorin TAXISPALAIS Kunsthalle Tirol, Innsbruck

CHIRO DIGITALIS
Woodcut on handmade paper
80 x 110 cm, 2019
The woodcut Chiro Digitalis refers to the mystical dimension of technological
imagination.
The print was created in collaboration with the archaeological museum Allard
Pierson and AGALAB - Center for Printing Technology 2019 in Amsterdam
(edition 5 + 3). The Allard Pierson Museum manages the cultural assets of
the University of Amsterdam and has a rich special collection of printed
works from protoscience, occultism and alchemy. Due to the freedom of
religion and tolerance of the Netherlands, many scholars and religiously
persecuted people poured into the country in the 17th century to print books
in Amsterdam’s printing works that would have been banned elsewhere.
During my research and examination of the collection of the Allard Pierson
Museum, I noticed the wood print of a hand in the prayer book Rosetum

Chiro Psalterium
Rosetum exercitiorum, 1494

exercitiorum (1494) by the Christian mystic Jan Mombaer. The picture
shows the hand psalter (Chiro Psalterium), a late medieval meditation and
memory technique that uses the hand as a memory aid. The mnemonic
technique of the hand psalter is comparable to the use of the rosary and also
arouses associations with yogic mudras and consciousness techniques.
Furthermore, this picture contains a musical philosophy for the hierarchy
of musical instruments, which explains how playing the instruments, i.e.
not only the music, but also specifically the expert movement of the hand,
influences the consciousness of the musician. So, by and large, this is about
the relationship between hand and consciousness.
Browising through the pages of these historic books, surronded by Ancient
Egyptian artefacts and Amsterdam’s canals, the question arouse how it

Hand of Mysteries
The Ritman Library

might affect the relationship between hand and consciousness when today
we mostly use our fingers to wipe on smoothly polished touch-screens all
the time. In my wood print Chiro Digitalis I have supplemented the motif of
the medieval hand psalter with contemporary digital iconography, which
I drew directly with my finger (lat. digitus) on the touch bar in an image
processing program. The arrangement of the digital signs and symbols is,
among other things, a reference to the emblem of the Hand of Mysteries, an
alchemical symbol of apotheosis, which is said to contain the key to the Great
Mystery. My work Chiro Digitalis is about the digital hyperconnectedness that
changes our world, inscribes itself irrevocably in our bodies, transforms our
consciousness and the challenges that come with it. What is the relationship
between man and machine, technology, creativity and imagination? How
can the obsolete boundaries that modernity has drawn between nature and
culture, technology and mythology, be revised?

Karin Ferrari
CHIRO DIGITALIS
woodcut on handmade paper, neon spray
80 x 110 cm, 2019, 5 + 3 AP

Exhibition view Holy Freaks in CmdP at the Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

HOLY FREAKS
Woodcuts and sound installation, 2019
in the exhibition: CmdP, Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam and Frans Masereel Center, Kasterlee
in collaboration with AGA LAB Amsterdam, with support of the Mondriaan Fund, Creative Industries
Fund NL, Pictoright Fund und Prince Bernard Cultuur Fonds

HOLY FREAKS by Sofie Dederen
Occasioned by the question as to what print will look like in sixty years’ time and what part it will play
then, Karin Ferrari developed an iconic story that has similarities to her earlier work, a story about
the ‘magic warfare’ in 2016–2079. It’s about the Internet war between Lana Del Rey as ‘supreme’
and the dark digital powers that have controlled the world since 2016. The Great Meme War can
only be won by a secret coven taking back control by activating traditional printed media types
(like woodcut that operates independently from the control of digital surveillance technologies)
and distributing the word of truth and freedom. Underlying Ferrari’s story is the concept of ‘Trash
Mysticism’, referring to the trashed Corpus Hermeticum—a collection of esoteric treatises from
late Antiquity. It is ancient wisdom, transformed into various guidelines to understand and deal
with our difficult existence on earth. The Corpus is supposed to guide readers to liberation and
mystical, intuitive knowledge. During the Enlightenment these treatises sank into oblivion, the ‘lost
knowledge of the imagination’, as the quantifiable became the norm: numbers, the 0 and the 1 that
today define and control the world.

Exhibition view Holy Freaks in CmdP at the Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam
Presentation of Ferrari’s woodcuts and risoprints together with original works from the museum’s collection,
whose images are the basis for Ferrari’s woodcuts: Jan Mombaer Rosetum exercitiorum spiritualium et sacrarum
meditationum, 1494 und Aldrovandi Ulysse, Monstrorum Historia (The Book of Monsters), 1642

The woodcuts Ferrari made for her installation contain pictures from books in the Allard Pierson
Special Collections. Ferrari combines them with digital icons and the logos of powerful companies
such as Starbucks. They are collages of images from the era of the mystical that are combined
with contemporary symbols from the virtual world. These collages tell a hidden meta-story about
the battle between dark powers and redeeming mystics. Chiro Digitalis, the hand as a meditative
tool, the redeeming act of placing the hand, has now been replaced by the everyday act of using our
smartphone. This replacement tells us something about the relationship between hand, head, and
tools—or rather, what consequences this relationship has for our thoughts and actions. In Ferrari’s
work, print also has an important role as an interface, but a mystical one: ex-votos that are the
liberating interfaces in the Great Meme War. They constitute a contemplation of the importance of
information distribution and the reality beyond the quantifiable.

Exhibition view Holy Freaks in CmdP at the Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam
woodcut and sound installation

Karin Ferrari’s artistic work can be read as a quest for symbolic meaning in our contemporary,
popular, digital image culture—as an attempt to deal with our hesitant attitude toward cyberspace.
It can also be viewed as a lament over the disappearance of all that is mystical from our experience
of the world, while at the same time capitalist strategies are putting the mystical at the service of
the powers that be. Ferrari’s digital works of art can literally be called an analysis of imagery that
takes place behind the façade of the Internet and the digital world. Ferrari builds her works from
hidden symbolism in pop culture and social-media platforms. Since 2011 a large part of her work
can be found on the YouTube channel ‘DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH)’. Her documentaries and
semi-scientific research focuses on speculative stories of political paranoia, esoteric utopias, and
the occult. She creates layered work that is characterised by a critical approach, while on the other
hand it playfully embraces subjects such as conspiracy theories, ancient aliens and monsters,
opening the third eye, journalists transforming into reptiles, and subliminal messages in music
videos. By speculating on the possible connections between symbolism and contemporary icons
such as the world wide web and theories about the mystical, Ferrari creates fictional documentaries
that try to answer the question about the influence that this symbolism and the cyberworld have on
Western society as it is now. Karin’s work is an artistic contribution to fake news, disinfotainment
and visual consciousness.

Holy Freaks
woodcut
on handmade paper
60 x 80 cm, 30 x 40 cm
5 + 2 AP, 2019

Orbis Terrae
woodcut
on handmade paper
60 x 80 cm, 30 x 40 cm
5 + 2 AP, 2019

mhytnix
Live action / animated mystery comedy short film
German, English, 22 min, 2020
Story, animations, editing: Karin Ferrari
Soundtrack: The New Whole (Bernhard Garnicnig)
Artistic director: Peter Moosgaard
made with support by BMKÖS – Pixel Bytes & Film, ORF III Artist in Residence, Akademie
der bildenden Künste Wien, WTO – Wissenstransferzentrum Ost

The element lithium plays a key role in the manufacture of smartphone batteries and also
antidepressants. Coincidence or System? m h y t n i x embarks on a psychedelic road trip into
a bizarre world of exploding Teslas, smartphone occultism and trash mysticism. The millennials
Carmen, Peter and Gustav are ripe for a digital detox and are looking for the “new and original”: Peter
wants to know where milk and batteries actually come from. And so they embark on a fantastic
journey of discovery. But suddenly Peter disappears. The last sign of life is a cryptic SMS: m h y t n i
x. An adventure journey begins in the hybrid terrain in the Carinthian highlands, where dairy farming,
car batteries, high-tech, crypto-economies, vaporwave mythology and professional paranoia collide.
m h y t n i x is a psychedelic live action/animation movie about three bored millennials who set out
to search the origin of the modern panacea, lithium. A tightly packed journey into the unconscious
of the Internet. The aesthetics of the experimental film deserve special attention. Karin Ferrari has
developed a unique visual language in elaborate manual work.
Judith Revers, Pixel Bytes & Film, ORF III

Three young people embark on a journey to decipher the origin of lithium on Gaston Glock’s
property. The cell phone goes on strike, the Tesla explodes, but undeterred by the failures of
the latest technology, they fight their way further into the mountain to find the truth, the myth, the
absurd story not only of lithium, but of the world spirit, collective consciousness and of milk. Karin
Ferrari transfers the imperatives of the technological present - networking, mobility, immaterial
availability, infinite stream of creativity - into a contemporary, trashy-tricky adventure story. Here,
in a world that looks as if Christoph Schlingensief had filmed a screenplay by Christopher Nolan,
the millennials’ belief in progress is a component of everlasting myths.
Diagonale, ab

A film that stood out for its visual inventiveness, punk spirit and ambition. Its satirical narrative
encompasses Silicon Valley tech start-up culture, 60s’ New Communalist roots, references to
the early internet days as well as contemporary online culture, all the while crossing genres
lines. We admired this film for its confidence, fun aesthetic, and absurdist critique of digital
consumerism. The Special Mention goes to m h y t n i x by Karin Ferrari in collaboration with
Bernhard Garnicnig and Peter Moosgaard.
Special Mention, Vienna Shorts

LINKS
m h y t n i x English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3M9q4fvQMo
m h y t n i x Deutsch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xq19LHpKfDg&feature=youtu.be

Screenshot from YouTube
Karin Ferrari DECODING
Azealia Banks’ Atlantis
(THE WHOLE TRUTH)
2013

DECODING THE
WHOLE TRUTH
Since 2011 Ferrari has been working on her video series DECODING THE WHOLE
TRUTH that claims to reveal hidden messages in the images of global media culture.
‘In her video works, Karin Ferrari approaches the ubiquitous changes in the handling and perception
of information or disinformation on the internet. Conspiracy theories, fake news, modern myths,
so-called ‘urban legends’, pseudoscientific theories and esoteric utopias are experiencing a boom
thanks to the internet and are setting the scene for current debates. Witty and ironically, the artist
picks up these contents. As a digital flaneur, she wanders through social media, YouTube and
relevant blogs or databases, constructing ‘mystery-docus’ video works on various topics, skillfully
interweaving facts with falsehoods, speculation, and rumors into a compelling artistic Zeitgeist
analysis.’
Jury statement, RLB Art Award 2018

DECODING FILMOGRAPHIE
DECODING Lady Gaga’s Born This Way (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 24 min, 2020
DECODING Taylor Swifts LWYMMD, 25 min, 2019
DECODING The iPhone Xs: A Techno-Magical Portal, 13 min, 2018
DECODING US TV News Intros – Pt. 1., 8 min, 2018
DECODING The FIFA World Cup Logo, 11 min, 2018
DECODING The Mysteries of Antarctica (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 11 min, 2017
HYPERCONNECTED THE WHOLE PICTURE, 4 min, 2017
DECODER La Terre, 2 min, 2017
DECODING Die Intros der ZiB (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 20 min, 2016
DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 20 min, 2016
DECODING Reuter’s Business As Usual For Siemens in Russia, 10 min, 2014
DECODING Azealia Bank’s Atlantis (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 27 min, 2013
DECODING Lady Gaga’s Bad Romance (THE WHOLE TRUTH), 19 min, 2011

Screenshot from
YouTube DECODING
The Mysteries of
Antarctica (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2017

Karin Ferrari scours Internet video platforms for esoteric and conspiratorial explanatory models of
various subcultures. In reference to academic research and her own imaginations, she spins these
accounts further into highly ambivalent audiovisual decoding narratives: DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark
Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH) exposes Kate Perry’s music clip supposedly as an encrypted message
from an occult community, while DECODING The Mysteries of Antarctica (THE WHOLE TRUTH)
reads in historical and contemporary representations and symbols, testimonies of extraterrestrial
populations and other obscure secrets of Antarctica. Ferrari’s videos implement suggestive causal
chains from collages of found video materials and specially made animations. At the same time,
however, they exaggerate the shine of the individual pearls of the chain of arguments to such an
extent that we hesitate to fall for it simply believing, and the pearl thread threatens to tear at any
moment: on the one hand, the detail-obsessed decryption scenarios unfold a seductive pull and
on the other hand they lead into theirs seamless and seamless transitions, the insane hubris on
which they are based. The voice-over that links the images also unlinks the former in the same
breath. We hear the voice of the artist herself, who ironically and in vain tries to match the style
and coloring of a computer-generated voice. The voice of Ferrari lets the big narrative oscillate
between the poles of “the whole truth” and a medium for prompted ghost voices, which reacts with
astonished astonishment to its own statements while it is delivering them. Instead of striving to
decode the subjects indicated in the title, Ferrari’s works spell out the stylesheet of truth production
and plausibility strategies on the Internet in a ludicrous way and ask what debates about our world
of life are actually being led by prosumers on the digital platforms, if they seem to exchange occult
and extraterrestrial messages.
Nina Tabassomi, Director Taxispalais - Kunsthalle Tirol
2018, on the occation of the RLB Art Award, Innsbruck

Screenshot from YouTube
in 2014. At that time
YouTube’s recommendation
feature pushed polarizing
content such as conspiracy
theories. Video still from
Karin Ferrari DECODING
Lady Gaga’s Bad
Romance (THE WHOLE
TRUTH), 2011

DECODING Lady Gaga’s Bad Romance
(THE WHOLE TRUTH)
Experimental docu-fiction, 19:00 min, 2011
DECODING Lady Gaga’s Bad Romance (THE WHOLE TRUTH) was the first video of my DECODING
THE WHOLE TRUTH series. It’s an analysis of the same named music video by Lady Gaga. My
DECODING video claims that Lady Gaga’s music video Bad Romance tells the story of her occult
initiation by means of ancient Egyptian sun symbolism, which - believe it or not - reappears in many
other pop music videos as well.

The Power of Images

Excerpt from Karin Ferrari’s keynote at Film Festival Cologne

DECODING Lady Gaga’s Bad Romance (THE WHOLE TRUTH) uploaded on December 1, 2011 on
YouTube, exactly 10 years ago. In the meantime, the video got almost 100.000 views on YouTube.
In the meantime, YouTube also realized that they have been orchestrating this post factual world
we find ourselves living in, by pushing polarizing content such as conspiracy theories for years. Not
because YouTube was eager to get a certain kind of message out, but simply because they wanted
to keep the users engaged on their platform, in order to make them money. A banal pragmatism,
that in my opinion, is no less scary than a full blown conspiracy theory with celebrity demon
orgies and such. However, shortly after the Trump election YouTube put a leash on its paranoia
accelerating algorithm. Nowadays the tag
#conspiracytheory isn’t a guarantee for virality
on YouTube anymore, on the contrary. You
can see how boring my related video section
is these days (below) and you can compare
it with the screenshot from 2014 (on the top
of this page).
My DECODING videos must be seen within
their own historicity, which is a time before
conspiracy

theories

went

mainstream

and polarized society. The video series
DECODING

THE

WHOLE

TRUTH

is

a

contemporary document. The narratives
in my DECODING videos were never about
specific

political

conspiracy

theories

and even less scapegoat ideologies. My
interest was directed towards a peculiar
intersection of metaphysical, religious
imagination

and

political

paranoia

(diagram 2.b). These seemingly so different
modes of thinking have more in common
than one would guess. They even share
a common denominator in the symbol of
the eye of providence, also known as the
all seeing eye or the eye of god. This sign

Diagram 2.b

is a magico-religious symbol appearing in
Christian churches, Freemason temples and its roots trace back to ancient Egypt’s hieroglyph of the
eye of horus - all while at the same time being the starting point of the most infamous conspiracy
theory ever: the mark of the Illuminati on the One Dollar bill.
I don’t believe in the Illuminati in the literal sense, at least not most of the time. The Illuminati
meme works like metaphor, it’s a vehicle of truth. It’ a symptom. A symptom for distrust in elites, for
distrust in the media, and also for the opaque power structures of our world.
There are a few gems to find in the cesspool of collective paranoid esoteric imagination in the dark
corners of the web. I remember home produced videos with trashy techno music and simple pencil
drawings depicting a morphology of aliens, with whom humanity has allegedly been in contact with.
I can’t imagine a better use for a free online video sharing plattform than intergalactic contact and
communication. That and the popularity of cat compilations give me hope in our society. The video
with the alien drawings was a bit weird and uncanny and also expressed a deep desire and longing
for otherness and alternative realities. And this is for me is the motivation, fascination and value
to work in a creative, artistic way with conspiratorial thinking and paranoid poetics: it can reframe
stories and result in making of worlds from the inside. Paranoia is an excellent story teller. Paranoia
shows how powerful the creative mind can be - and sometimes with reality wraping effects. There
have always been people who were very good at this: artist, storytellers and also media, religion
and politics. The creation of stories and images can always be used both ways, and there has
been a history of misuse and manipulation resulting in much distrust. But the creation of images
and stories and the drive to understand “whats really going on”, is one of the most empowering,
inspiring things humans can do, and we shoud not get scared of this this power just because a
bunch of people went insane over the number 17.
Paranoid political thinking has always been part of pop culture and political activism. We need
to stear this power into the right direction, leaving dangerous scapegoat ideologies behind us in
order to come up with new ways of thinking, creating and imagining things. We have to come up
with better conspiracy theories. Like the conspiracy that actual conspiracies hide behind trivial
names such as shell cooperation, tax evasion, lobbyism and algorithmic prediction. Terms making
them look so dull and gray that they easily disappear behind the doom and gloom of infectious
conspiracy mythologies.

Video installation
Karin Ferrari.
Trash Mysticism
Ferdinandeum, 2019
photo: Wolfgang Lackner

DECODING Taylor Swift’s
Look What You Made Me Do
Experimental docu-fiction, German, 25 min, 2019
Apparently Taylor Swift’s music video Look What You Made Me Do tells, in a symbolically encoded way,
the galactic origin myth of a black magic cabal, whose members see themselves as descendants
of Lucifer. It’s incredible. According to this ananlysis the music video seems to reveal the secret
history of our universe. It brings us millions of years into the past to the star system Orion, where
psychotronic magic warfare created the karmic conditions for a wicked game playing out now on
planet earth. And you are a part of it.

video still
DECODING Taylor Swift’s LWYMMD, 2019

DECODING The

Mysteries
of Antarctica (THE WHOLE TRUTH)
Experimental docu-fiction
Englisch HD 16.9, 11 min, German subtitles, 2017
‘Karin Ferrari’s perilous expedition through the obscure terrain of Antarctic ‘alternative facts’ has resulted in an appropriately warped documentary. DECODING The Mysteries of Antarctica (THE WHOLE
TRUTH) premiered onboard the Akademik Sergei Vavilov scientific research vessel after it crosses into
the Antarctic Circle.’
Nadim Samman, curator Antarctic Biennale 2017

Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGUfUQa_FIMv

video stills
DECODING The Mysteries of Antarctica, 2017

DECODING Die Intros der ZiB

(THE
WHOLE
TRUTH)

Experimental docu-fiction
German, English subtitles, 25 min, 2016
News reports are required to be neutral, but the opening graphics of the news are anything but
neutral. The opening graphics stage the news. They are intended to convey the impression of being
up-to-date, objectivity and competence, they suggests authority and want to arouse interest.
The short film DECODING Austria’s News (THE WHOLE TRUTH) (original title: DECODING Die Intros der
ZiB (THE WHOLE TRUTH)) claims to reveal a surplus of meaning hidden within the the opening credits
of Austria’s main national television news magazine Zeit im Bild. The video is inspired by countercultural YouTube videos on the threshold of academic theory, political paranoia and speculative
fiction. The narration focuses on the symbolic abstractions of the world globe and of time in the
news’ opening graphics, because these images are representative of the respective dominant world
view and Zeitgeist. DECODING Austria’s News (THE WHOLE TRUTH) was created with the support of
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Arts and Culture for Pixel, Bytes & Film an experimental TV art
program of the Austrian national TV channel ORFIII and broadcast on the Austrian national TV
channel ORFIII.

Link
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-_w_pB-4odE

Exhibition view, Eau & Gaz, Lanserhaus, Eppan (IT), 2018

Video still
DECODING Die Intros
der ZiB (THE WHOLE
TRUTH), 2016

In her research, Karin Ferrari works with some of the most significant and at the same time most
confusing developments in contemporary media cultures. The spread of fake news and suggestive
infotainment techniques, the circulation of rumours and conspiracy theories in social networks and
similar phenomena form the background and context of her work. These are phenomena that are
booming around the world in a time of crises, especially a crisis of confidence in the objectivity of
the public media.
Ferrari’s work is intricately laid out in itself. They adapt the strategies of suggestive media practices
in order to demonstrate and expose their seductive power at the same time. In the DECODING
(THE WHOLE TRUTH) series (since 2011), Ferrari picks up on TV, music and product clips that are
components of national and global media culture: Katy Perry and iPhone clips, intros from popular
news programs. We have seen them so often that they are part of the collective memory. But do
they hide secret messages and manipulative suggestions that we only perceive unconsciously and
therefore allow them to work unchecked? Ferrari’s works promise to decipher this secret content
and play with the fascination for mysterious, speculative narratives about reality, because, despite
all skepticism, there could be a real core in them.
The video DECODING The ZiB intros analyses the opening credits of the ORF television news
program “Zeit im Bild” over the past 60 years. The changing view of the globe, a trademark of the
intros, reflects the changed geopolitical worldview. The positioning, appearance and dynamics of
the logo - for a long time an abstract combination of an electronic and a human eye - in turn conveys
the self-image of the country’s central news broadcast as an authoritative, ordering, unifying
medium that generates and shapes reality via information. In addition to the suggestive power of
these generic symbols, Ferrari refers to other mechanisms that are presumably integrated in the
intros - the alchemical principle of micro- and macrocosm, the principle of self-fulfilling speculation
or the technique of predictive programming. With the classic styles of objective reporting, the video
tempts you to take the explanatory models as plausible if they weren’t so absurd in one place or
another that you can’t help but fall away from your belief and think the whole thing through again.
Jürgen Tabor, curator and art historian

Video installation
DECODING Die Intros
der ZiB (THE WHOLE
TRUTH)
exhibition view
Karin Ferrari. Aliens,
Sex + Paranoia,
Künstlerhaus Palais
Thurn und Taxis,
Bregenz, 2019
photo: ORF

Video still
DECODING Die
Intros der ZiB (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2016

DECODING

US TV News Intros - Pt. 1
Experimental docu-fiction,
English, 8 min, 2018
“With the series DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH) Karin Ferrari operates an alternative semiotics
of media pop culture and everyday life. The short videos analyse visual languages and reveal
hidden messages and symbols. In DECODING US TV News Intros (THE WHOLE TRUTH) Pt. 1,
Ferrari examines the opening credits of various American news programs whose symbolism are
linked to Freemasonry, the Illuminati, and powers that work in secrecy and influence the media.
Ferrari satirises the speculative narratives of a disinfotainment industry, which positions itself with
fake news, alternative facts, and conspiracy theories in opposition to its slandered mainstream
media and „liar press,” and undermines informed opinion through emotionalised “rumor-based”
reporting.“
Severin Dünser, curator 21er Haus - Museum for Contemporary Art, Vienna

Link
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5tetiuI3ECM

Exhibition view, Artist Open Weekend:
Open Studios, Art Omi, New York, 2018
Collection Francis Greenburger

DECODER La Terre - Bande-Annonce 1 - VF
A fictive blockbuster trailer for a pseudo sci-fi documentary
French, English subtitles, 2 min, 2017
The work was made with support of the Forum Culturel Autrichien, Paris, the Federal Chancellery
for Art and Culture and INA: Institut national de l’audiovisuel
Its quite common for television news to use cosmo-technological metaphors in their opening
sequences in order to mediate authority and up to dateness. Historic french television news opening
sequences have a distinct utopian aesthetic. DECODER La Terre is a collage film made entirely of
French TV news opening sequences, in the genre of a trailer for a sci-fi blockbuster movie.

Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwc5cQT5i1U

Exhibition view, Open Studio Collectif,
Institut français & lauréats commissions
Cité International des Arts, Studio 8117, Paris

Video still
DECODING Die
Katy Perry’s
Dark Horse (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2016

DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse
(THE WHOLE TRUTH)
Experimental docu-Fiction
English DCP HD 16.9, 20:00 min, 2016
Katy Perry’s music video the encoded depiction of the archaic ritual magic an occult elite uses to
secure its power and the role that the pop star plays in this.
‘The rhetorical form of DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH) by Karin
Ferrari, is clearly inspired by a rich vein of independent documentaries on YouTube which purport to
uncover or correctly analyze the symbolic manifestations of major conspiracies in our public life. Set in
Memphis - Egypt - and suffused with hieroglyphic imagery, an ultra light pop-music video by the eponymous American star receives a dogged, and deadpan, analysis in a voiceover supplied by the artist. Like
the underground media whose idioms it highlights, Ferrari’s argument is by turns weirdly convincing and
highly implausible.’
Nadim Samman, curator 5th Moscow Biennale for Young Art

Link
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=r9HCT0k_PHw

Ausstellungsansicht,
Eau & Gaz, Lanserhaus,
Eppan (IT), 2018

Video still
DECODING Die
Katy Perry’s
Dark Horse (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2016

Return of the Rejected by Gary Lachman
Dark Horses
In “Katy Perry’s ‘Dark Horse’ (The Whole Truth)” (2018), Ferrari takes the viewer on a guided tour of
the occult, Hermetic iconography that she suggests saturates what may otherwise seem an ostensibly innocuous pop video. Some of the symbols she detects are obscured from the casual view;
others are emblazoned in plain sight. To viewers unused to such close reading, Ferrari’s esoteric decoding may seem little more than obsessive nit-picking, the kind of symbol hunting that paranoiacs,
determined to find “signs” everywhere, are prone to. For Ferrari, what may strike the rest of us as
harmless attention-grabbing eye-candy, which is at the worst annoying, are really potent insignia.
They form a secret alphabet speaking of the designs of an elite cabal to establish a hierarchical
world state along the lines of the Illuminati, who, by all accounts, are much more popular and powerful now than they ever were in eighteenth century Bavaria. Back then they hailed from Ingolstadt.
Nowadays, they come from outer space, the “dog star” Sirius, in fact.
How much Perry’s interest in these matters goes beyond the dictates of producing an eye-catching
video in a highly competitive market is unknown, at least to me. (If it is anything like the occult interests of some pop stars I’ve known, I suspect it is not that deep, but I could be wrong.) As we’ve
seen, magical imagery and ideas have been at home in the pop world for decades now and have
served her predecessors very well, if their sales figures are anything to go by. In the song, Perry
asks “So you want to play with magic?” and apparently many do, suggesting, perhaps, their level of
seriousness.

Video still
DECODING Die
Katy Perry’s
Dark Horse (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2016

But how much Ferrari herself believes in what she reveals is also debatable. Interviews she’s given
are less than clarifying, and her admissions to being a bit “psychic” and to have spent time in a
“satanic cult”, suggest her tongue is firmly in her cheek. Yet how firmly, is unclear. But then, in a
world in which we are not quite sure what is “real” or “true” anymore, given “post-truth”, “alternative
facts”, and all that, this seems to be the point. Like many of the weird YouTube videos in which Ferrari finds inspiration, the viewer is caught and drawn in by the disturbing suggestion of plausibility
that is the secret ingredient in any number of conspiracy theories. As the American philosopher
and pioneer parapsychologist William James said of the phenomena he examined, there is never
enough evidence to convince the outright sceptic, but always enough to keep the true believer hot
on the trail. The same can be said for the captivating, if not totally convincing material with which
Ferrari works her own magic.
Is that Horus Before Us?
To spell out all the signs and symbols Ferrari unearths in “Dark Horse” would require more space
than I am allowed, and would also spoil a viewer’s enjoyment in getting them, well, from the horse’s,
that is Ferrari’s, mouth herself: the deadpan voice in which she delivers her findings is part of the
experience. But a few things can be mentioned.
Perry’s video takes place in a fantasy Egyptian tableau in which an eye-catching Eye of Horus appears in numerous forms and settings. (We may recall that Hermes Trismegistus was also known
simply as “the Egyptian”.) Eyes, sight, vision, and other ocular themes permeate the video, and we
recall that “occult” simply means “unseen”. Yet, in this occultly informed performance, practically
everything is in view of the “All-Seeing Eye”, a Masonic emblem of the eye of God that Ferrari reads
as a kind of Hermetic panopticon, a surveillance system that observes everything but which is itself
out of sight.

Video still
DECODING Die
Katy Perry’s
Dark Horse (THE
WHOLE TRUTH)
2016

In the Great Seal of the United States, the Masonic All-Seeing Eye rests atop a pyramid, its radiant
gaze taking in the scene. For Ferrari, this mystical vantage point is a symbol of the pervasive observation surreptitiously enforced by the hierarchical socio-political system with which pop stars like
Perry and others are in cahoots. Just as for our ancestors, the gods looked down on mere mortals
from the heavens above. So, too, today’s deities are celebrities who not only reside above us but
are actual “stars” themselves. This is an echo of the ancient Egyptian belief that, once free of the
frail earthly body, the worthy dead – pharaohs and other masters – became immortal heavenly
bodies themselves. Aleister Crowley, for whom Horus was an important figure, was always good
for a memorable one-liner. In his “Book of the Law”, the template for the coming age of “force and
fire”, he – or his extra-terrestrial communicant Aiwass, whom, Crowley tells us, dictated the “Book
of the Law” to him – said that “Every man and every woman is a star.” Or can be, in our free-for-all
grapple for celebrity.
This is a promise, Ferrari said, made by the powers that be to the rank and file, as encouragement
to climb the economic pyramid, or at least to try to, and so maintain the very socio-political order
that oppresses them. Fame, glory, power and wealth await the winners, while, as Crowley said, “The
slaves shall serve.” The slaves here wear Perry’s own Pharaoh brand men’s underwear – like Jay-Z
she has diversified her portfolio – the suggestion being that while they think they too can be stars,
the system that they believe can deliver this promise actually holds them firmly in place.
from: Gary Lachman
Return of the Rejected: Postmodern Occultism and Popular Culture
in: Karin Ferrari. Trash Mysticism

So You Wanna Play With Magic?
Video installation, participative performance
Coup de Ville Triennale, Sint Niklaas, Belgium, 2016
The installation So You Wanna Play With Magic? is about the manipulative power of the
seductive high-gloss imageries consumer capitalism employs and the paranoid backlash it
provokes. Props from the video DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH) were
arranged to a living room like setting (carpet, artifical palm trees). The visitors could watch
the video DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH) while coloring in colouring
motives based on video stills. Short texts on the colouring pages explained the motives to
color in, using the rhetoric of an Internet subculture that accuse these types of images of a
hidden agenda.

THE

ADULT OCCULT COLORING BOOK
40 pages, 2015 -2019
Made with financial support of the Südtiroler Landesregierung, Abteilung Deutsche Kultur / Südtiroler Künstlerbund
9 of the top 10 best-selling books on Amazon in 2016 were adult coloring books. Karin Ferrari’s
adult occult coloring book consists of simple motifs to color in, based on common image motifs
in company logos, music videos and the entertainment industry, which an internet subculture
suspects have with a hidden agenda.

Mega Meme
made in
collaboration with
PREMIERENTAGE,
Innsbruck 2019

MEGA MEMES

Image macros, digital graphics and diagrams 2017 - ongoing
An ongoing artistic examination about the visual representation of ideas. Comparing historical and
contemporary image types used to codifying and mediating information (emblem, internet meme,
diagrams, etc.) Ferrari uses in her lecture-performances, social media presence and sometimes
as art in public space projects images that draw upon a rich pictorial universe of communication
design that has opened up between renaissance alchemy and corporate advertising.
Image macros (images with writing superimposed) are the most infectious form of Internet memes.
People have learned to manipulate new media to popularise ideas, to create replicating ideas, to
create memes, creating effects in real life of previously unimagined extent. In 2016 memes played
a major role in the US election campaign, leading to a bizarre new alliance of activism, occultism,
and nihilism (The Great Meme War, Meme Magic).

Animadias
in the woods
at the art in
public space
installation THE
NEW HOLYF*CK
Innsbruck 2021

Animadias
poster campaign
advertising the art in
public space project
THE NEW HOLY
Innsbruck 2021

Exhibition view
Karin Ferrari. Aliens, Sex + Paranoia,
Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn und Taxis
Bregenz, 2019 Foto: ORF

The Ultimate Guide
to TM (Trash Mysticism)
Lecture-Performance,
Ferdinandeum, Innsbruck 2019
photo: Christa Pertl

Meme drawings
in the exhibition
The Map is the Territory
Galerie Jünger, Wien 2017
private collection

Cover and details
from the visual essay
THE JOY OF PARANOIA
in: Magazin Kunst und
Kirche, 2021

THE

JOY OF PARANOIA
Performamce - Lecture
at the online symposium of the KU Linz - Katholische Privat-Universität Linz
DIES ACADEMICUS: Conspiracy Theories. Chemtrail, corona and climate change ... that can’t be a
coincidence! Michael Butter (Tübingen), Daniel Hornuff (Kassel), Jan Skudlarek (Berlin) and Karin
Ferrari (Wien) ask about the typical patterns, appearances and aesthetic codes of conspiracy
theories.

LINK
https://web.facebook.com/KatholischePrivatUniLinz/videos/380542216491843/

HYPERCONNECTED

(THE WHOLE PICTURE)
Scalable vector map / mobile app
Palais des Beaux Arts, Vienna, 2016
HYPERCONNECTED (THE WHOLE PICTURE) is a scalable vector map visualizing the
semantic interrelationships between a cluster of icons related to web. The idea of the map is to
deduce from visual similarities of these icons similarities in meaning and content. It is. In HYPERCONNECTED (THE WHOLE PICTURE), Karin Ferrari introduces a speculative chart mapping the flux
of meanings between a cluster of icons related to the web. Is the wireless icon the antidotal counterpart to the all-seeing eye? Or are we simply already entangled in the ever present surplus of symbolic meaning? By appropriating and re-envisioning mimetic signs and their syntactical relations,
new technicoloured virtual possibilities emerge from the ominous undercurrents that flow through
planetary telecommunication networks and archaic power structures.
Next time you touch a WiFi symbol, a different kind of connection might be established.

Link Demo video https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=Q-kkh_jaDcY

Katalog, THE WATCHERS,
8th Floor / The Shelley &
Donald Rubin Foundation,
New York, 2019
Performance
PALAIS DE BEAUX ARTS
WIEN 2017

WiFi Board

(Summoning Ada Lovelace)
Light box, print, 100 cm x 100 cm x 20 , 2017
The WiFi Board merges contemporary and ancient occult communication technologies. It’s based
on the OuiJa board, a divining tool used to talk to spirits. The OuiJa is a flat board marked with the
alphabet and graphics. It uses a planchette where the participants of the séance put their fingers in
order to spell out a supernaturally transmitted message from beyond. In Ferrari’s work the moving
fingers of the participants on the planchette refer to the scrolling gestures on mobile user interfaces
and touch screens of modern communication technologies as well as the the awe produced by
modern techgadgets and their mystifying complexity and aura.
During the séance Ada Lovelace, English mathematician and writer regarded as the first computer
programmer, was summoned and asked for consultance. (The message that came through was
the well meant advice to invest into the sex robot industry.)
The image on the WiFi Board combines icons from digital culture and Eastern religious imagery
such as the abstract cosmological depictions of Mandalas on Thangkas. Thangkas are religious
Tibetan paintings. Literally translated the word Thang ga means door of marvelous power. In the
Tibetan image tradition of the Thangka, the devotional image is considered to be a medium through
which the depicted can be accessed through meditation.

Exhibition view
Karin Ferrari.
THE MAP IS THE
TERRITORY
Galerie Jünger
Wien 2017

“Both cyberspace and magical space are purely manifest
in the imagination. Both spaces are entirely constructed
by your thoughts and beliefs. Korzybski says that the
map is not the territory. Well, in magic, the map is the
territory. And the same thing is true in cyberspace.
There’s nothing in that space you didn’t bring in.“
Mark Pesce

Digital graphic,
Karin Ferrari. Trash
Mysticism, 2019

Mimetic Vengance
Ink und marker on acid free
smooth bristol paper
50 x 60 cm
2017
1000

Exhibition view, Parallel Vienna
with medien.kunst.tirol
Vienna 2018

Diverse Drawings
Ink und marker on acid free
smooth bristol paper
50 x 60 cm
20i17
1000
partly in private collections

Alchemy of the Soul
Ink und marker on acid free
smooth bristol paper
50 x 60 cm
2017
1000

And some aliens may even be free from original sin
(quote father Funes, chief astronomer at Vatican)
acrylic on canvas, 90 x 130 cm, 2014

Exhibition View
THE MAP IS THE
TERRITORY’, Galerie
Jünger, Vienna, 2017

A New Earth
Ink und marker on acid free
smooth bristol paper
collaged on canvas
100 x 150 cm
2017
in the collection of the
Artothek des Bundes

Perpetuating The Myth
of Universal Success
Installation, participative performance
Tyrolean Folk Art Museum, Innsbruck, 2015
The Tyrolean Museum of Folk Art Innsbruck commissioned Karin Ferrari to make a contemporary
contribution for the exhibition Signs and Symbols. Ferrari’s installation consisted of a 50 m long
red carpet and a fake logo wall. The red carpet appeared to pass through the glazed wall into the
cloister - but it was not possible to walk on the carpet into the cloister. The logo wall simulated an
image campaign, featuring the artist herself and supporters of the museum.
A screening of her film DECODING Katy Perry’s Dark Horse (THE WHOLE TRUTH) took place in the
monastery, on the red carpet. A red carpet and the function of the star myth in our society are
central components of Ferrari’s DECODING of Perry’s music video Dark Horse.

photo: Wolfgang Lackner

Subliminal Mess
Installation, participative performance
Tyrolean Folk Art Museum, Innsbruck, 2015
On the opening of the exhibtion Signs and Symbols Karin Ferrari - desguised as a
photographer- took pictures of the visitors in front of a fake logo wall featuring the artist herself.
The Tyrolean Museum of Folk Art Innsbruck commissioned Karin Ferrari to make a contemporary
contribution for the exhibition Signs and Symbols. Ferrari’s installation consisted of a 50 m long
red carpet and a fake logo wall. The red carpet appeared to pass through the glazed wall into the
cloister - but it was not possible to walk on the carpet into the cloister. The logo wall simulated an
image campaign, featuring the artist herself and supporters of the museum.

SYMBOLIC SYNTAX OF LASER SPACE CATS
AND UNICORNS
Poster

64 cm x 80 cm, 2013
Poster with a cross table of widespread pictorial motifs from an urban subculture of the early
2010s: triangle, cat, cross, cosmos, laser, tiger, rainbow, unicorn. These motifs appeared everywhere:
T-shirts, album covers, social media. SYMBOLIC SYNTAX OF LASER SPACE CATS AND UNICORNS
is an attempt to visually systematize these eight motifs and their 64 combinations. .

Lecture / Performance ‘ Predictive Programming - Is Media Leaking the Future?’
Trafo Galeria Budapest, 2017

Karin Ferrari: Portrait of the Artist as a YouTube Conspiracy Theorist |... https://www.artslant.com/ber/articles/show/48933-karin-ferrari-...

KARIN FERRARI: PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUTUBE
CONSPIRACY THEORIST
BY CHRISTIAN PETERSEN
ARTSLANT NOVEMBER 2017
We run an online magazine, so of course, we’re interested in what’s happening with art on the web. Every other Wednesday online gallerist, founder, and curator of Digital Sweat Gallery, Christian Petersen,
selects a Web Artist of the Week.
Karin Ferrari was one of my favorite discoveries from the latest edition of The Wrong digital art biennale.
Her work emulates the conspiracy theory videos that have become a ubiquitous part of YouTube culture.
Ferrari so perfectly captures the mood and aesthetic of these videos that the line between artistic creation
and genuine belief becomes completely blurred.
Many viewers, unaware that these videos—a decoding of Illuminati symbolism in an Azealia Banks’ music
video, for example—were created by an artist, accept them at face value. The YouTube comments sections
are a testament to how seriously and thoroughly Ferrari approaches her works’ creation. Fall down the
rabbit hole Ferrari has excavated, and you’ll find her videos are ripe for generating complex conspiracy
theories of their own!
Though Ferrari’s videos focus on a relatively small corner of the web, they deftly provide unique and unexpected insights into the nature and meaning of the internet and contemporary culture as a
whole—even if we are left with more questions than answers.

Christian Petersen: When did you first become aware of the existence of the internet?
Karin Ferrari: I was held captive in a satanic cult as a spiritual medium and came into contact with the
internet quite late.
CP: Can you describe your early experiences of the internet?
KF: I was the administrator of the closed group Facebook page for the satanic cult.
CP: When did you first understand the creative possibilities of the internet?
KF: 2009. I got caught up deep into the rabbit hole of the weird part of YouTube. I worked at a museum
for applied arts at that time as a curatorial assistant for design. After watching, for the whole weekend,
badly produced educational videos with trashy techno background music about various Alien species living

among us I realized that this touches me way more deeply than most white cube art products.
CP: What was your favorite product of popular culture when you were a kid?
KF: I liked He-man so much. I remember running around the apartment and shouting “By the power
of Greyskull!” in Italian. When I was a child I thought him to be a grown up girl who did not turn into a
woman.
CP: Did you question authority when you were young?
KF: I was a very happy sweet child. I don’t know where this came from but there was a phase when I
couldn’t stop thinking “God is bad, the devil is good.” These thoughts just popped up sometimes. I must
explain I come from a traditionally Catholic region. South Tyrol, it’s in the Italian Alps. Cows and churches
everywhere. It’s beautiful. I was six years old and the religion teacher brought us to church for our first
confession. And amongst the other children making up fake crimes in order to have something to talk
about, there I was having a theological crisis. The priest was cool about it. I guess because the devil is at the
innermost core of their secret teachings.
CP: You studied painting at college. What were your paintings like and how did you transition to digital art?
KF: Yes, I am an academic painter and still draw. I experimented with materials, surrealist narratives,
and gestural abstraction. My new drawings incorporate internet imagery, the aesthetics of digital image
production, and neotrash materialism. They are inspired by vaporwave aesthetics and pulp fantasy illustrations and feature a fascination with the utopian desires of esoteric pop and consumer capitalism.

CP: When did you first become interested in alternatives to mainstream thinking?
KF: As a child I loved to be upside down and stare at the ceiling until it started to look like a floor.
CP: When did you fist become aware of the idea of hidden symbolism in mainstream culture?
KF: On a Sunday afternoon during summer break there was a broadcast of “They live” by John
Carpenter. “They live”… I wonder if that’s a reference to images as well, that images are alive.
CP: In another interview I read you describe yourself and life with three words: Aliens, sex,
and paranoia. Can you explain these choices further?
KF: Being alive is about exploring the unknown. Meeting otherness. Sometimes it scares you, sometimes
you want to fuck it.
CP: Is paranoia a reasonable/logical reaction to the modern world?
KF: Yes. Paranoid imagination is a natural backlash against paranoid politix—they are part of the
same coin. For me as an artist, paranoia is interesting because it shows how powerful the creative mind
is, bending the world towards our beliefs. We do that all the time without even realizing. It’s always the
same principle in magic, meme magic, advertising, and quantum physics: attention creates reality.
CP: The internet vastly expanded a relatively small subculture of conspiracy theorists. What
factors do you think caused this?
KF: The internet is a veritable conspiracy theory generator, and at the same time it operates the invisible
stalking gaze of global surveillance programs, military espionage, data-mining, micro-targeting, etc. The
internet is a creepy echo chamber for several recursive levels of communication and control. The Google
Chrome browser compresses this wicked dynamic into one icon: three superimposed sixes spinning like a
whirlpool around their circular center (does the circular center represent the empty gaze of a non-sentient
artificial super-intelligence from another dimension, reigned by chaos and decay, that spreads into our human realm through infected technological devices?). I assume everyone knows that the numerical value of
www is 666.

CP: How would you describe your work?
KF: I examine images and symbols of pop culture and everyday culture in order to analyze the present. My
video series DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH) reveals hidden messages in music videos and TV clips.
It is inspired by counter-cultural YouTube videos that try to understand “what’s really going on.” I deal
with and create speculative narratives on the threshold of academic theory, spiritual utopian desires, and
paranoid political imagination.

CP: When and why did you first decide to make work exploring that world? What was the
motivation behind your The Whole Truth series?
KF: After binge watching videos about reptilian shape-shifting news reporters in the weird part of YouTube
I wondered why nobody is making art with this stuff and decided I was going to be the one. There is a huge
creative and imaginative power. I like to call these speculative narrations that bloom in the New Internet
Age “trash mysticism” because they are a sketchy version of Western esotericism and occultism. These
narrations and explanations might not always be literally true and sometimes even delusional. Nonetheless
they are symptomatic for our present, its opaque powers structures, the repressive structures of academic
knowledge production, the challenges of new media, and the collective craving for something otherworldly,
something new.
With my DECODING (THE WHOLE TRUTH) series I want to blow people’s minds. And on a meta level
for the skeptics and art people I want to provide the experience to witness firsthand how information and
attention influences perception. When I proclaim “the whole truth” in the title of my videos I refer to a bigger reality. A reality that includes the realms of possibilities and imagination as well. And it is there, in the
imaginative realm, where the worlds of human agency, technology, natural laws, animals, objects, and facts
converge.
CP: Knowing that you’re an artist makes it harder to define your “true” level of belief in the
theories in your videos. Can you talk a little about the balance between you actual beliefs and
your creativity?
KF: I believe everything. To maintain emotional stability I go jogging everyday. And I am a bit psychic.
During (intergalactic) telepathic communication messages appear as mental images, smells, and other
substitutes. These have to be translated back into human language as precisely as possible. I get facts mixed
up. It just happens. I guess that’s why the secret military space program didn’t want me. But I am still good
enough to make art.
CP: Can you talk a little about the differing reactions to your videos from “regular” YouTube
users and “art” people?
KF: Some people are more impressed about research that consists in opening the book on the right page
than having read the whole volume. Because it’s proof that I’m magic.
CP: Where do YouTube comments fit into your work? Do they become part of it?
KF: I put my videos on YouTube. This way they feed back into the realm were they came from. Yes, I consider the comments themselves part of the artwork. I published them as screenshot images in the philosophy book Epidemic Subjects – Radical Ontology (ed. by Elisabeth von Samsonow). When Azealia Banks
tweeted about my DECODING of her music video “Atlantis,” I produced her tweet as an object. (Photo:
Philippe Gerlach, 2015)

CP: Do you think the term “conspiracy theory” is used to reduce people’s desire to consider certain ideas?
KF: The term conspiracy theory has definitely been and is still used as a verbal weapon. Historically you
can trace that back to 1967 when the US government used the term to de-legitimize critique on the Warren
Commission, naming Lee Harvey Oswald as the only murderer of Kennedy.
CP: Why do you think a lot of people are so hostile towards conspiracy theories and alternative ideas?
KF: That’s a good question. I can only talk for myself, but I think generally nobody likes to be told that
they’re wrong. It’s mind blowing to realize that every single person walking on earth believes and does
the right thing from his or her perspective. It’s incredible. Especially if one considers all the idiots that
cross one’s way. It was challenging to find a gentle way and artful strategies to broach the issue of conspiracy theories and explanatory schemas that differ radically from dominant views. In the end there is
little left one can say is true with certainty once one starts questioning the world and one’s own beliefs.
I mean, I have never met anyone claiming to be part of the Illuminati, in contrast to Hybrid Reptiles. I
have met Reptiles (ex-boyfriend, etc.). However it was impressive when I started to face my own biases
and complicities in the reproduction of repressive power structures. And I consider myself a good person.
CP: What are your favorite and least favorite conspiracy theories?
KF: I like the gnostic revisions of Christian texts and ideas. Erik Davis called it the first metaphysical
conspiracy theory: the snake in Eden was not the bad guy—finally the snake provided Adam and Eve with a
knowledge upgrade. Monocausal fear-based scapegoat ideologies are dull and predictable. But truly alarming is the preemptive logic of paranoid politics. (Detail Hyperconnected , Karin Ferrari 2016)

CP: Can you talk a little about the process of creating your videos?
KF: Usually someone points out a suspicious pop music video packed with Illuminati symbolism. I mean,
I don’t believe in the Illuminati in the literal sense, at least most of the time. But there is definitely a cluster
of symbols drawn from the tapestry of western Occultism and rooting back to ancient Egypt that keeps
reappearing in contemporary design in high budget pop music video productions. For me the predominant
message shines immediately through the video but it takes me months of unsystematic research and cosmic downloads until every detail of the video is completely decoded. It’s like a puzzle where all the pieces
fall together.
CP: What projects do you have coming up?
KF: Mhtynix is a hypnagogic road movie about the dark anthropocene in artistic collaboration with the
artists Bernhard Garnicnig and Peter Moosgaard that will be produced 2018 for the Austrian national TV
art program Pixel, Bytes & Film. Over the Christmas holidays I worked on the DECODING of a Taylor Swift
video that secretly tells the galactic origin myth of the global black magic elite.
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